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FINANCIAL ENGLISH
— is the devil really in the detail?
Take a look at the two pictures on the titel page.
Notice anything odd? The observant reader will
see a strange inconsistency in the use of the apostrophe: ‘St. James’ Park’ in one, ‘St. James’s Park’
in the other. The thing is, not only are these two
signs in the same tube station, they’re actually on
the same platform, and in fact, no more than 10
metres apart. So how can a glaring inconsistency
like this be tolerated in such a distinguished milieu
as St. James’ (or St. James’s), the location of Her
Majesty the Queen’s official residence (St. James’s
Palace, not Buckingham Palace, incidentally). And
which, I’m sure you’re wondering, is right?
The answer is they both are. Well, not right exactly,
but they’re both fine. While some might argue that
St. James’ is classier, others would respond that
it’s old-fashioned. And they’d both have a point.
What I’m trying to say, though, is that here we
have a clear example of how in English, details of
formatting, rules and regulations, etc. aren’t such
a big deal as they are in many other languages. In
fact, it’s precisely the adaptability of English — its
ability to morph, absorb and move with time and
culture — is what makes it so successful. In short,
the way you express yourself is far more important
than the rules you decide to follow. And getting
that balance right — an attractively readable financial report, that its owner also feels comfortable
with — is where most of the effort should be made.
Unfortunately, that’s less helpful if your publishing
deadline is four hours from now and counting. So
I’m going to offer a few quick pointers on some everyday formatting issues, to hopefully free up more
of your time and resources for concentrating on the
important things. So let’s format some numbers,
currencies and dates. Remember, these aren’t hard
and fast rules, but useful guidance. Being consistent with them will, I hope, make your life easier.
Numbers
1,234,567.89, 1 234 567,89, or 1.234.567,89?
Choose the first. I have a little Java script that will
fix this in a jiffy in the tables in idml-formatted
English-language reports. If you contact me, I can
put you in touch with the developer, who’d appreciate a small donation for it.
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Currency
SEK x,xxx m, Skr, kr, MSEK, kSEK, or TSEK etc.?
Again, choose the first. Although publications
as esteemed as The Economist cheer-fully mix
between SEK and Skr, the former is the most widely
accepted currency abbreviation, so it’s probably
best to stick with it. With previous-year comparables, the easiest format is SEK x,xxx (y,yyy) m. And
for billions? Just go with bn in the same spot. So
far then, plain sailing.
But now we hit our first wrinkle. Having an ‘M’,
‘k’ or ‘T’ before our currency doesn’t sit comfortably with English-language readers, so it’s best
avoided. With the M, that doesn’t present a problem, because we just make it lower case, and put
it after our numbers. But if we’re rounding to the
nearest thousand, getting rid of that pesky ‘k’ or ‘t’
isn’t so easy.
This problem comes about because denominations of the reserve currencies — US dollar, sterling
and euro — are all of a similar size, so once we get
into significant sums, their roundings tend to be
of the same order of magnitude (order of magnitude = power of ten). What results is a de facto
consensus on formatting, which is as comfortable
as it is understandable. But the denominations of
the Scandinavian currencies are one order of magnitude smaller, so we’re quite frequently presented
with different roundings, thousands and tens of
thousands in place of hundreds, and billions rather
than millions. And this can cause a problem when
we’re expressing them in English, where the ‘k, or
‘T’ don’t read so well.
Let’s say I have an amount: SEK 9,876,543.21. Now,
you might be tempted to round this as TSEK 9,877.
But English-speaking readers wouldn’t relate as
readily to this as they would SEK 9,877,000. And
now your brow has just furrowed because you’re
thinking to yourself, ‘If I write that, I’m introducing
a rounding error.’ I’d disagree, saying that you’re
just more COMFORTABLE writing the former,
while pointing out that your readers will be commensurably UNCOMFORTABLE reading it. And
I’d go on to point out that BOTH formats have
the SAME rounding error baked in, namely SEK
456.79. But your line of thinking is that ‘….,000’
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means you’ve explicitly mis-stated the amount,
while I would respond by saying, the TSEK 9,877
does too because it doesn’t EXPLICITLY declare
that the amount isn’t exactly SEK 9,877,000.00.
And the argument would escalate, and in the end,
we wouldn’t be friends anymore.
But I would stick to my guns and say that in English, readability holds sway. So I’d suggest writing
SEK 9,877,000, while for the sake of accuracy,
and to make everyone feel comfortable, including
a disclaimer in your report, along the lines of ‘all
amounts rounded to the nearest thousand Swedish
kronor (SEK 000) unless otherwise stated.’ …And
now I hear you say, ‘but if I write SEK 9,877,000,
I AM otherwise stating!!’ And I might accept that
and edit your disclaimer to: ‘all amounts rounded to the nearest thousand Swedish kronor
(SEK 000).’ And while we’re here, if you’re stating
thousands in your tables, put that ‘SEK 000’ at the
top somewhere.
Dates
Scandinavia offers the super-logical and functional yymmdd date format, which is wonderful.
Unfortunately, the world doesn’t agree: dates like
211110 or 21-11-10 are pretty meaningless to the rest
of humanity. To that we can add the Webster problem. Mr. Webster, editor of the eponymous dictionary, was the individual responsible for creating
an American English, the result of a young nation
wishing to distinguish itself from its forebear.
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Rather than writing 10 November 2021, Mr. Webster thought he’d flip the day and add a clause, so
we have the rather grandiloquent ‘November 10,
2021.’ And I have to admit, it does add something:
“Ah yes! November 10, 2021. What a day that
was!...” This also, as we all know, has resulted in the
abbreviation problem: dd/mm/yy vs. mm/dd/yy.
Or, does 10/11/21 mean 10 November 2021 or
11 October 2021?
A first answer is to write 10 Nov. 2021. And I’d say
that’s better than Nov. 10, 2021 for two reasons.
1. Most of the English-speaking world isn’t American, and is thus less likely to be uncomfortable
with the former. 2. Because we’re abbreviating,
presumably because there’s less space, we dispense with that pesky comma. But what if the
space gets really tight? Well, we can continue
shortening, as follows:
10 Nov. 2021
10 Nov 2021
10 Nov. ’21
10 Nov ’21
10 Nov 21
10Nov21
If you get to ‘10Nov21’ and it’s still too big, I’d suggest doing something obvious, like picking a smaller font size. And talking of dates, planning for the
2022 reporting season is well underway now, so I
look forward to hearing from you soon!

Svenska

English (br and us)

1
1
1
1
1

SEK
SEK
SEK
SEK
SEK

234
234
234
234
234

568,89 kr
MSEK
TSEK
(987) MSEK
miljarder kronor

1,234,567,89
1,234 m
1,234 k
1,234 (987) m
1,234 bn

10 november 2021 el 211110

10 November, 2021 or 10 Nov. 21

Och sist men inte minst: vd (med gemener)

And last but not least: CEO (capitalized)
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